Marketing services accelerator

Raise awareness.
Win business.
Your story – our passion.

Client benefits and Polaris’ ethos
Polaris Media is an award winning British PR and marketing firm specialising in business and our core markets
are maritime, engineering, energy, manufacturing, construction and tech. Founded in 2011 and based in
Manchester and Liverpool we work with companies in the UK and around the world.
Our ethos is to treat our business as a way of life, not a job. What motivates us is helping our clients grow by
working as part of their team, creating that personal chemistry and understanding of their company.

Polaris promotes exceptional events like the Royal naming of the ACL Atlantic Sea in Liverpool by the Princess Royal.
Inside picture, Polaris’ team, far left, joins winners at Mersey Maritime awards after being voted Professional Services Business of the Year.

Seven reasons to undertake PR:
1 Reputation. Every business depends on its reputation for survival. Your clients, team, investors
and the media all have an opinion and perceptions drive decisions. A good reputation gives you
a competitive edge. PR looks after your reputation
influencing attitudes and behaviour building good
relations, earning understanding and support.
2 Awareness. We can grow your profile in local,
national and international mainstream media and
social media. We can increase understanding of
how you want to be known, your ethos, your story
of triumphs and adversity overcome, what makes
your services unique.
3 Win business and create opportunities. PR reaches a mass audience and throws the door open to new
business leads, new people and new opportunities.
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4 Key People. Build the profile of your founder and
senior team as key people of influence in your
niche. Demonstrate through PR that your team are
credible, expert and known for making a positive
difference to projects they become involved in.
5 Business value. PR can increase the value of
your business for sale or investment attracting
potential buyers. Over time PR can help you
increase your price points demonstrating the quality of your team and benefits of your services.
6 Protect. We can shield your business in a crisis.
Planning is key ensuring you are trained and prepared to manage the media when things go wrong.
7 Higher purpose. We can help you identify an inspiring ethos and bold message that will galvanise your
team, clients and stakeholders. What is the change
you want to drive in the world or your industry?
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Polaris marketing services

Brand development
Development of ethos and philosophy of the company. This messaging is the
starting point for all marketing messaging within the company

Business development
We provide an introductions service to our global contacts helping clients
meet decision makers, win business, create opportunities and network.

Media relations
Polaris will create a PR campaign built around news stories that will grab the
media’s attention showing the marketplace you have momentum and are
growing in popularity. We can create press releases, feature articles and press
events targeting national, international and regional press.

Social media and data driven e-newsletters
Polaris can create social media campaigns to raise awareness with your
target audiences. But as social media becomes increasingly cluttered we can
also create e-newsletters tailored to your customers pain points drawing on
data from your CRM systems and scorecards.

Creative design and copywriting
Polaris can design and write marketing materials ranging from new websites,
brochures, reports, white papers, leafets, stationery and new logos. We further
have a network of professionally qualified translators covering 28 languages.

Film and photography
Polaris has extensive experience of supporting clients with professional
photography and corporate video.

Trade fairs
Polaris works with clients on strategic planning for trade fairs. We can generate
press coverage before and during the fair, secure speaking opportunities
and write speeches, organise press calls at your stand and set up journalist
interviews.

Polaris clients and testimonials
The Polaris team has grown and developed exponentially since 2008 when I first met them and
they began to represent Cammell Laird shipyard. The Polaris team are resolute professionals – they
are tenacious and passionate and most of all committed to the success of every campaign. Polaris
continues to grow and they are engaging, resourceful and extremely well connected – all of which is
needed to develop business relationships. Polaris are true business partners and they always represent
the customer wholeheartedly.
Danny Hart – Cammell Laird Shipbuilders Head of HR 2008-2017
Polaris Media team are supremely professional, making things easy for hard-pressed, multi-tasking
writers and editors by providing comprehensive packages of material – with all the right kind of words
and picture content of what is needed to fashion a piece fit for publication. What Polaris provides goes
far beyond a mere press release! They are unfailingly helpful and swift in their responses to requests for
further information or material.
Iain Ballantyne – Editor International Warships Fleet Review
In 2013 International Safety Products decided to use an external source to promote and tell the industry
and community about the successful business that was undertaken at our factories. We had a very
low profile and felt we were doing a lot better than perceived by our stakeholders and customers. We
interviewed several candidates and were immediately bowled over by the enthusiasm from our initial
meeting with Polaris. Polaris offered us a complete package and immediately set about improving our
external profile. We constantly appeared in the marine press when we came to exit the business the
shareholders recognised the contribution that Polaris had made attracting top class investors.
Geoff Billington – director International Safety Products
We are a niche product in a niche sector and we really have to drill down to find the right people. Polaris’
PR works much more effectively than any other form of advertising medium we have come across.
Graham O’Hare – Roxtec Middle East and North Africa Managing Director, client since 2009
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